International Mother Language Day (IMLD) is a worldwide annual observance held on 21 February to promote awareness of linguistic and cultural diversity and to promote multilingualism. First announced by UNESCO on 17 November 1999, it was formally recognized by the United Nations General Assembly with the adoption of UN resolution 56/262 Multilingualism in 2002.

“Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat” Club celebrated the International Mother Language Day on 21st February 2020 at Amphitheatre by organising the Regional State Dance performance of various states like Assam, Bengal & Punjab.

The club also organised “Creative Writing” competition on the Theme: “Matrihhasa” (Mother tongue). The Articles were accepted through online portal before 23rd Feb 2020. Our pairing state for the above competition was Delhi.

Winner:-- Ishaan Pahwa ; Runners up:--Raghunandan Chaudhary
AROUND 100+ PARTICIPANTS AND 50+ FACULTY MEMBERS ACTIVELY PARTICIPATED IN THE EVENT.